
 
 

 

 

 

SAFE AND EFFECTIVE USE OF SUPPLEMENTS IN SPORT 
Shelly Meltzer RD (SA) 

 

1. Best practice, in the context of sports nutrition, includes the responsibility of 
providing the athlete with a nutrition and supplement plan that improves 
performance with the proviso that this plan is safe, efficacious and legal.  

2. The hype needs to be put into perspective:  
 1-3% is about the difference to performance that a supplement can make.  This 

could be a placebo or belief effect. For the handful of supplements that have 
been shown to have a real performance effect, this is still going to be in this 1-3% 
range whether or not they are used individually, as a cocktail or stacked. 

3. This reality is not what you see in the market place. Industry may claim that their 
products are safe, but that does not mean that they work. Nor does it necessarily 
mean that their products are healthy.  

There are lots of different logos being used to market safety, efficacy, GMP and so 
on. You need to understand the fine-print!  

Safety can also mean a whole lot of different things and there can never be an 
absolute guarantee that a supplement will be free of a WADA banned substance. 

 

Supplements won’t necessarily correct a poor diet  

They can shift your focus way from more important proven performance-enhancing factors 

Stacking is often encouraged and can result in unsafe dosages 

You need to consider: 

Supplement-supplement interactions 

Supplement-drug interactions 

Supplement-food interactions 

May decrease adaptations to training 

Gateway to more supplements & steroids 

Cost  

 



 
 

 

4. Let a dietitian help find YOUR sweet spot. For every nutrient there is a small range 
that will be optimal for you. That's your sweet spot. Besides performance-
enhancement, there may be a clinical or practical use for some supplements. A 
dietitian, with sports nutrition experience can advise on how to integrate 
supplements into an individualized and periodized food plan with optimal 
amounts of nutrients and supplements required based on your training and 
adaptation requirements, dietary and medical history, social circumstances, food 
preferences and so on.  

5. Sports federations are encouraged to introduce a written supplement policy.  
This has been recognized as one of the principles of best practice internationally (for 
example the Australian Institute of Sport has a national framework that sports 
federations can use as a template). The approach should be comprehensive with 
every box ticked. 

 

 


